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Abstract In this article, we are going to investigate the effects of snow, rain,8

temperature and wind on the number of backcountry and off-piste avalanche9

accidents. The data base of our survey is restricted on the western part of Aus-10

tria (federal states Tyrol and Vorarlberg) within the winter periods 1987/88–11

2008/09. We are able to stratify the daily data for municipalities in Tyrol and12

Vorarlberg.13

Employing spatial kriging and hurdle models, we found a positive signifi-14

cant effect of the snow water equivalent measurement on avalanche accident15

counts (if we consider the running average over the past 3 days). The vari-16

ables rain and temperature 1800 meter above sea level showed negative effects17

on the number of accident counts. In the case of the variable wind – ERA518

global reanalysis data turned out not to be reliable – we had a focus on the 319

avalanche accident hot spots of Austria St. Anton am Arlberg, Lech and Sölden20

observing wind data of the weather stations Galzig, Warth and Obergurgl. At21

least in the case of St. Anton and Lech, we found significant positive effects22

(daily velocity totals and west wind component) on the number of avalanche23

counts. Calculating the daily mean wind load showed a positive effect only in24

the case of St. Anton am Arlberg.25

Finally, we tried to find conclusions in connection with ‘avalanche problems’26

such as used by several avalanche information services only finding (beside ‘new27

snow’) some evidence for a ‘spring scenario’.28
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1 Introduction30

Beginning with the 1980s, the popularity of backcountry (and off-piste) skiing31

has increased considerably (Techel et al. 2016; Zweifel 2006).32

In Austria, 1281 backcountry and off-piste avalanche accidents were re-33

ported within the winter periods of 1987/88–2008/09. If we look at the annual34

avalanche backcountry and off-piste fatality average in Pfeifer et al. (2018),35

we notice about 20 fatalities within the past 30 years (about 11 fatalities in36

case of the Tyrol). More than 90% of avalanche fatalities in Austria are due37

accidents in the backcountry (Höller 2017).38

Considering avalanche accidents in the western part of Austria (federal39

states Tyrol and Vorarlberg, 890 cases) on the basis of municipal strata, Fig-40

ure 1 impressively shows a highly uneven spatial distribution of avalanche41

accidents – see also the discussion in Section 4 of this article.42

From the very beginning, it has been an aim to present guidelines for43

backcountry skiers in order to avoid avalanche accidents (such as: Reduction44

Method of Munter (2013), Pfeifer (2010)).45

Since 2010 the Tyrolean avalanche service is publishing special information46

for backcountry skiers which we call ‘avalanche danger patterns’ (see Mair and47

Nairz (2011)) such as:48

Nr Avalanche danger patterns Avalanche problems
1 deep persistent weak layer persistent weak layer
2 gliding snow/avalanche gliding snow
3 rain on snow
4 cold following warm/warm following cold
5 snowfall after long period of cold new snow
6 cold, loose snow and wind wind-drifted snow
7 snow-poor zones in snow-rich surrounding
8 buried surface hoar / surface hoar blanketed with snow
9 buried graupel / graupel blanketed with snow
10 springtime scenario wet snow

Table 1 Avalanche danger patterns according to Mair an Nairz (2011) on the left and
avalanche problems used by the majority of the avalanche warning services on the right

Recently, some other avalanche service centers in Austria, Italy and Bavaria49

are publishing five avalanche problems as listed in the right column of Table50

1.51

However, Mair and Nairz (and others) did not give any empirical evidence52

for the effects of their danger patterns on avalanche danger.53

As a result of a descriptive analysis of avalanche data, Höller states in54

(Höller 2012) that the majority of recreational avalanche accidents occurs in55

only a few (short) periods within the winter seasons. Höller (2009) indicated56

that avalanche cycles are characterized by ‘continuous increase of snow depth57

over a period of at least three days’ and ‘northwesterly oriented frontal zones’.58

Hoi emphasizes in his discussion (Hoi 2012) that there are exemplary time59
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periods of avalanche events (‘Lawinenzeit’) due to special weather conditions.60

But he did not give a more detailed description of these patterns.61

Generally, a comprehensive statistical exploration of periodically occurring62

effects in this context is missing (but possibly see Pfeifer et al. (2018)).63

Techel, Zweifel and Winkler (2014) note that ‘weekend’, weather (and64

avalanche conditions) influence the number of recreationists while the ‘odds’65

to be involved in a severe avalanche accident did not depend on weekends or66

weather conditions.67

In (Pfeifer 2010), the probability model suggests that touring/weather con-68

ditions and weekdays have an (although not significant) effect on avalanche69

accident numbers.70

In 2002, Harvey and Signorell describe avalanche clusters dependent on71

weather conditions such as snow/wind/temperature according to:72

– accident–days after new snow, strong winds with weak snow pack layers73

– days (20%) with an increase of temperature without new snow and strong74

winds75

are characterizing avalanche clusters.76

In (Harvey 2008), the author highlights 4 avalanche problems of increased77

risk:78

– new snow (situation)79

– wind-driven snow80

– old snow and81

– wet snow82

In this contribution we are going to analyse such kind of patterns in re-83

lation to backcountry avalanche accidents. Avalanche experts expect that at84

least new snow has a significant effect on backcountry avalanche accidents85

(see Höller (2009); Höller (2012)). At first (which is among others a basis for86

further research of avalanche problems), we are investigating the effects of87

temperature, rain, snow and wind on the probabilities of avalanche accidents.88

It is precisely in this respect, however, that comprehensive statistical results89

are missing.90

In Section 2, we give a short description of the avalanche and weather91

data which are needed running the statistical models described in Section 3.92

Section 4 gives a descriptive analysis of the data and the results of the models93

introduced in Section 3. Section 5 is summarizing the results so far and gives94

some final conclusions.95

2 Data96

– Number of daily backcountry (and off-piste) avalanche accidents in the97

western part of Austria (federal states Tyrol and Vorarlberg) within the98

winter periods 1987/88–2008/09 stratified by municipal areas; see Amt der99

Tiroler Landesregierung, 1994–2010 and Kuratorium für alpine Sicherheit100
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1973–2011.The total number of accidents which are taken into account:101

885. In order to check the reliability of the accident data, we made a cross–102

check with those reported in the annual report of the Kuratorium für Alpine103

Sicherheit (due to the avalanche reports of the Austrian Alpine Police).104

– Homogenized daily precipitation totals (mm) and temperature means (◦C)105

from 18 weather stations in Tyrol and Vorarlberg since 1987; see Auer106

et al., 2010. Usually historic weather station data are affected by inhomo-107

geneities due to e.g. station relocation, instrumentation changes or changes108

in observing times. However, such inhomogeneities in time series have been109

detected and adjusted (homogenization) in order to get an useful database110

over time using methods described in (Auer et al. 2010).111

– Wind data:112

In a first attempt we had a focus on wind data from the ERA5 (for-113

mer: ERA–Interim) Archive at the European Centre for Medium-Range114

Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) which is a reanalysis of the global atmo-115

sphere covering the period from 1979 up to now and also future periods116

(C3S 2017). In particular, we calculated wind strength and direction for117

ERA5–rectangles without getting reliable results. See Figure 2, (Lang et118

al. 2019) and the discussion in Section 4.119

As an alternative we use 10 metre wind data (velocity (m/s), wind di-120

rection) of weather stations located on Austrian avalanche accident hot121

spots (Sölden, St. Anton am Arlberg, Lech). – in particular daily 07.00122

LMT(Local Mean Time), 14.00 LMT and 19.00 LMT wind data.123

– Digital elevation data/model: Considering the backcountry terrain (sea124

level ≥ 1500m, 25◦ ≤ slope ≤ 45◦), we estimate the aspect distribution125

of the ground surface for each municipality using a digital elevation model126

(DEM; available from the open source database ‘Google Earth Engine’ at127

a 30m resolution). With this information in mind and considering the di-128

rection and velocity of the wind, we are able to calculate the daily mean129

wind load for each municipality, see Conlan and Jamieson (2016) page 245.130

3 Models131

Using a spatial kriging model we are computing mean precipitation and mean132

temperature every day for about 300 municipal areas separately. We did these133

calculations using the kriging functions of the R package geoR, see e.g. Diggle134

and Ribeiro (2007).135

As a result of this, we are able to calculate the mean snow water equivalent136

(SWE) and rain (mm) in alpine regions (e.g. sea level ≥ 1500m) within each137

municipality considering the average snow line (e.g. defined by zero-degree138

line) and the distribution of alpine region levels in the corresponding municipal139

area.140

As mentioned in the Section above, hourly wind direction (degree) and141

wind velocity data are available as a 30km grid data set over the western142

part of Austria. After aggregating them to daily data calculating the mean143
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(alternative: the past 3 days), they are superimposed on municipal polygon144

data using weights according to the area of the municipalities in relation to the145

grids. As a result, we are able to use daily (or the past 3 day) wind direction146

and velocity data on a municipal level.147

Finally we are analyzing the effects of snow, rain, temperature and wind148

data on the number of observed daily avalanche accidents within each munic-149

ipal area. For this purpose we employ a hurdle count model which takes into150

account that avalanche counts are expected to be rather rare:151

The observations yi of the hurdle model are assumed to come from a mix-152

ture that is zero with probability 1 − p in the first component (logistic part)153

and a truncated Poisson model in the second component (loglinear part):154

p(yi) =

{

1− p : yi = 0
p exp(−λ)λyi

(1−exp(−λ))yi!
: yi > 0

In order to define the covariate effects on the observations we use the link155

functions of the logistic and the loglinear model:156

log(λ) = Bβ logit(p) = Gγ

The fitting of this model is done using the hurdle() function which is part157

of the R package pscl, see Zeileis et al., 2008.158

Finally, we introduce the variable weekend–holidays Yes/No as a covariate159

into the statistical model in order to take into account the skiers frequency in160

some way – see also Pfeifer (2010).161

4 Results and Discussion162

At first, the ERA 5 climate reanalysis wind data turned out not to be rea-163

sonable for the alpine region in our case; for illustration see Figure 2 where164

wind data in case of the municipality St. Anton am Arlberg are compared with165

weather station data (Galzig) in 2009 showing poor correlation and consider-166

able differences on the scale.167

Table 2 reports the descriptive analysis of the variables SWE (mm), rain168

(mm) and temperature 1800 m above sea level (temp1800, ◦C) dependent169

on the number of daily avalanche accidents. Beside the explanatory variables170

snow, rain (and wind, m/s), which are the daily values, we are considering171

the running average over the last 3 days denoted by SWE3 and rain3.172

In the case of SWE (mean: 1.89, max: 84.51) we observe no considerable173

increase/decrease if counts are > 0, which is, however, in contrast to the174

increase of SWE3 if counts are > 0 (count 0: 1.91, 1: 3.17, 2: 3.46). In case of175

rain (mean: 0.49, max: 88.31) we note a decrease (count 0: 0.49, 1: 0.06, 2:176

0.03) similarly to the profile (dependent of the number of avalanche accidents)177

of the variable rain3 (count 0: 0.49, 1: 0.13, 2: 0.02). Maybe, let us mention178

that the smaller standard deviations (sd) and maxima of SWE3 and rain3 in179

relation to SWE and rain are due to smoothing effects of the running mean.180
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In the case of temp1800 (mean: -4.33, min: -21.08, max: 12.91) we note a181

decrease of the variable in a similar way (count 0: -4.33, 1: -5.19, 2: -4.51).182

Figure 3–5 show boxplots additionally reporting cases with more than 2183

avalanche accidents per day. In addition, we take notice of the highly positively184

skewed distributions.185

Further on, Table 3 reports the descriptive results of the variable wind186

(m/s), more precisely the daily mean wind data, dependent on the number of187

daily avalanche accidents. Instead of using reanalysis data, we use wind data188

of the weather stations Galzig, Warth and Obergurgl within the municipalities189

St. Anton am Arlberg, Lech and Sölden which turned out to be the hot spots190

of avalanche accidents, see Figure 1 (St. Anton am Arlberg (66 accidents),191

Lech (56), Sölden (73)). We notice an increase of wind in case of St. Anton192

am Arlberg (count 0: 4.38, 1: 6.05, 2: 7.78) and Lech (count 0: 1.58, 1: 1.79,2:193

1.72) if counts are > 0. In the case of Sölden we are not able to identify a194

notable increase or decrease. Figure 6–8 show boxplots of the variable wind in195

case of St. Anton am Arlberg, Lech and Sölden for illustration.196

Table 4 shows the results of our modelling approach using the variables197

snow, rain and temperature assuming that only the logistic part of the models198

(γ) is of interest for us. Beside the effects and p-values the log likelihoods of199

the logit and hurdle model are reported. As we can see, SWE3 has a positive200

significant influence (0.065) on avalanche accident counts, see also the boxplot201

in Figure 3 for illustration. Further on, we notice that rain (actual value (effect:202

-0.531) and mean of the last 3 days (-0.529)) has a significant negative effect203

on avalanche counts.204

The mean temperature at 1800 meter above sea level (temp1800) turns out205

to have a negative effect (-0.030) on avalanche counts. See also Figure 4 and206

5 in order to get a visual impression of the dependencies in case of rain and207

temperature.208

The effects in Table 4 are controlled by the variable weekend/holidays (by209

itself significant; in contradiction to Zweifel and Winkler (2014)) – in order to210

take the larger frequency of backcountry skiers into account.211

Additionally, we are considering the model SWE3 with the interaction term212

temp1800:SWE3 (on the restricted database) which turns out, although small,213

to be significant. As a result of this (interaction term negative), the effect of214

snow on avalanche counts seems to become less important if the temperature215

is higher.216

Instead of using climate reanalysis wind data, we had a focus on data at217

avalanche hot spots in Austria (St. Anton, Lech and Sölden) as described218

above. In particular, we are considering daily average wind velocity data and219

the west/north wind component of the 07h, 14h, 19h LMT values. Modelling220

results of Table 5 show positive effects for daily wind velocity data (total) at221

least in case of Galzig/St. Anton (0.318, p=0) and Warth/Lech (0.334, 0.038).222

Considering the west/north wind components of the 7h, 14h and 19h wind223

data we observe positive significant results in case of St. Anton am Arlberg224

(7h: 0.205, 14h: 0.201, 19h: 0.19) and Lech (0.409, 0.289, 0.290) if we look at225

the west wind component.226
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vars group n mean sd min max
SWE 0 967734 1.89 4.55 0 84.51
SWE3 0 949701 1.91 3.39 0 50.7
rain 0 967734 0.49 2.2 0 88.31
rain3 0 949701 0.49 1.49 0 46.68
temp1800 0 967734 -4.33 5.24 -21.08 12.91
SWE 1 753 1.77 4.25 0 41.1
SWE3 1 731 3.17 3.88 0 28.34
rain 1 753 0.06 0.41 0 6.37
rain3 1 731 0.13 0.56 0 5.58
temp1800 1 753 -5.19 4.81 -18.04 9.75
SWE 2 23 1.83 3.73 0 15.67
SWE3 2 22 3.46 3.35 0 13.21
rain 2 23 0.03 0.09 0 0.3
rain3 2 22 0.02 0.06 0 0.23
temp1800 2 23 -4.51 4.65 -12.38 7.92

Table 2 Summary of precipitation and temperature variables grouped by daily avalanche
accident numbers up to 2 accidents per day

municipality group n mean sd min max
St. Anton a. A. 0 2334 4.38 1.90 0.77 13.67

1 40 6.05 2.90 1.03 12.93
2 5 7.78 2.52 3.87 10.37

Lech 0 3276 1.58 0.70 0 6.20
1 48 1.79 0.69 0.60 3.67
2 4 1.72 0.43 1.20 2.17

Sölden 0 3267 1.58 0.88 0.13 6.37
1 60 1.58 0.83 0.53 5.53
2 1 1.03 NA 1.03 1.03

Table 3 Summary of wind variable grouped by daily avalanche accident numbers up to 2
accidents per day

model effect p-value Log-lik logit Log-lik hurdle
SWE -0.008 0.364 -6275 -6396
SWE3 0.065 0.0 -6056 -6172
temp1800 -0.030 0.0 -6265 -6387
rain -0.531 0.0 -6237 -6357
rain3 -0.529 0.0 -6048 -6163
weekend 0.708 0.0 -6451 -6579
temp1800:SWE3∗ -0.008 0.001 -6051 -6166

Table 4 Summary of hurdle models for the avalanche accidents count data, effects of snow
(SWE), rain, temperature etc. on avalanche accident counts reporting effect and p-value of
the logistic part ∗with SWE3 as covariate (not sign.)

In the case of Sölden we observe no meaningful significant results.227

If we use the direction and velocity information of 07h, 14h and 19h wind228

data we are able to compute the mean wind load according to Conlan and229

Jamieson (2016). However, there are only noteworthy results for St. Anton am230

Arlberg: 7h (effect: 7.564, p-value: 0.0), 14h (4.351, 0.0) 19h( 5.518, 0).231

Further on, we had a look on the snow/rain pattern (rain on new snow;232

danger pattern no. 3, Mair and Nairz 2011) without finding significant results.233
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Fig. 1 Spatial distribution of avalanche accidents in the western part of Austria within the
winter periods 1987/88 and 2008/09

We also tried to model the new snow and wind situation according to avalanche234

danger pattern no. 6, see also the avalanche patterns in Harvey and Signorell235

(2002) and Harvey (2008), without finding a model with a coherent result.236
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Fig. 2 ERA 5 climate reanalysis wind data (St. Anton am Arlberg) in relation to weather
station wind data (Galzig) in 2009 – corr=0.0816

station/municip. total component wind7h wind14h wind19h
Galzig/St. Anton 0.318 (p=0.0) west 0.205 (0.0) 0.201 (0.0) 0.190 (0.0)

nord 0.110 (0.356) 0.165 (0.064) 0.202 (0.033)
Warth/Lech 0.334 (0.038) west 0.409 (0.0) 0.289(0.020) 0.290 (0.020)

nord 0.063 (0.803) -0.142 (0.344) -0.539 (0.001)
Oberg./Sölden -0.034 (0.821) west -0.173 (0.184) -0.077 (0.523) 0.153 (0.264)

nord 0.132 (0.277) -0.013 (0.909) -0.089 (0.458)

Table 5 Summary of hurdle models for the avalanche accidents count data, effects of wind
direction and velocity on avalanche accident counts and p-value of the logistic part

Focusing a ‘spring scenario’ such as in Harvey (2008) and the avalanche237

danger pattern no. 10 by restricting the database to the months March, April238

and May, we observe 2 models: wet snow (defined by temp1800> 0), which239

turned out to be not significant and the difference of daily mean temp1800240

(effect: 0.08628, p-value: 0.002; to some extent in accordance with the second241

avalanche cluster in Harvey and Signorell (2002)).242
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Fig. 3 Mean new snow water equivalent in the last 3 days (SWE3) in relation to the number
of daily avalanches accidents in municipal areas

5 Summary243

In this article, we were investigating the effects of snow, rain, temperature244

and wind on the number of backcountry and off-piste avalanche accidents.245

Our survey is located on the western part of Austria (federal states Tyrol and246

Vorarlberg) within the winter periods 1987/88–2008/09. It turned out that the247

variable SWE3 (running average of the snow water equivalent over the past 3248

days) has a significant effect on the number of avalanche accidents while tem-249

perature and rain show negative effects on avalanche accident counts. In case250

of investigating wind effects we used climate reanalysis data in a first attempt.251

We, however, noticed that this data are not reasonable for our purposes. As an252

alternative we looked at weather station wind data at avalanche accident hot253

spots in Austria. In the case of Galzig/St. Anton a. Arlberg and Warth/Lech254

we found significant results take note of positive effects on avalanche accident255

counts (positive effects of mean wind load as well if we consider St. Anton a.256

Arlberg).257

Finally we were considering special types/patterns of weather conditions258

(according to the avalanche patterns/problems in Section 1):259
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Fig. 4 Mean rain in the last 3 days in relation to the number of daily avalanche accidents
in municipal areas

– avalanche danger pattern no. 3, rain on new snow (no significance)260

– Models with snow-wind interaction (higher avalanche accident counts in261

case of new snow and wind) turned out to be not meaningful. Maybe our262

data base (‘hot spot’ municipalities) is too small for this research question.263

– Spring scenario: temperature 1800 above sea level> 0 no significance; in264

contrast to the positive significant effect if we consider the differences of265

daily average temp1800 values.266

In practice, we recommend for backcountry and off-piste skiers especially to267

be careful in case of higher values of new snow (average over 3 days). Taking268

this into account in the avalanche accident hot spots around St. Anton a.269

Arlberg and Sölden - see the ‘narrow’ spatial distribution of accidents (Figure270

1) and fatalities (Pfeifer et al. 2018) - could significantly lower the number of271

accidents and fatalities in Austria. In the case of wind data we state that the272

results are possibly highly dependent on the location of the weather station273

if we take them in relation to avalanche accident counts. Thus for further274

research, we are looking forward to homogenized wind data according to Auer275

et al. (2010).276
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Fig. 5 Mean temperature 1800 m above sea level in relation to the number of daily avalanche
accidents in municipal areas
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Fig. 8 Mean wind in relation to the number of daily avalanche accidents Obergurgl/Sölden


